INTRODUCTION
Method of models is proposed by Piperkov [1] and developed by Tenchev [2] . Trough it can be determined kinematic characteristics of random links and points of polycontoured mechanism without calculate it for previous ones. Only need to draw a mechanism in the desired position, which is assumed to be "primary model". This is displacement function for selected value of the input parameter. Graphic representation of "secondary model" / for determining velocities/ and "tertiary model" / for determining accelerations/ of mechanism is carried out according to certain rules. Advantage of this method is that it can obtain correct results for trigonometric functions for angles  = k./2 (k=1,2, …). The indefiniteness of arcos functions is being avoided. The disadvantage of this method is great graphics work. Usually this method is used to analyze 12 positions of the mechanism or to clarify "conflict" positions obtained by analytical methods. Typically polycontoured mechanisms are constructed from elementary four-linkage mechanisms. In this work mathematical apparatus is available for determining the coordinates of the characteristic points of the four-bar linkage mechanism in its models without graphic representation. This enables research to be conducted for any number of positions of the mechanism.
NATURE OF "METHOD OF MODELS" FOR FOUR-BAR LINKAGE MECHANISM.
The mechanism is built for the desired position. The centre of the model has been selected, for RRRR it is the axis of rotation of input link -point O (picture below). 
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MATHEMATICAL APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING CHARACTERISTIC POINTS OF MECHANISM
From the "primary model" the coordinates of characteristic points is determined: Point А:
.cos -Coordinates of p. M  : .tan
